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During the week of December 10-14, 2001, Glen Harrung, Mike Blazis, Don England, Jackie
Bobo, Barbara Cantwell of C&P Service and Gail Berry, Assistant Service Center Manager of
the Jackson Regional Office visited the Columbia Regional Office. A report of our findings is
attached.
Prior to our visit, we reviewed a copy of the Regional Office's Systematic Analyses of
Operations (SAO) schedule and the last report for each topic. The SAOs that were reviewed
meet the requirements outlined in M21-4, Chapter 7. The Station did not have a written
workflow plan.
Our overall findings and concerns are presented in detail in the report. The following
recommendations need immediate attention. A copy of this report will be sent to the Associate
Deputy Under Secretary for Operations (East) for distribution to the Columbia Regional Office.
Recommendation 1- Columbia has too many pending appeals and remands. Greater emphasis
needs to be placed on reducing the appellate workload on station, especially the remands.
Division management should fill three more DRO slots. In addition, Station management should
meet with the State Official with oversight of the County Veterans Service Organizations
(CVSO) to look at CVSO performance standards. They should continue to meet with the
CVSOs as part of a proactive effort to explore alternative ways to satisfy claimants rather than
filing fruitless appeals.
Recommendation 2- Conduct training within the division on the propriety of actions involving
end products.
Recommendation 3- Establish an acceptable method of ensuring all mail is associated with a
claim before rating.

Recommendation 4- The existence of a large number of overdue accountings, together with a
lack of any sustained effort to obtain these accountings, is a matter of concern as it undermines
the very essence of the fiduciary program. Fiduciaries must be accountable for use of a
beneficiary's funds. Aggressive action must be taken to secure accountings from fiduciaries who
refuse to account in a timely manner without reasonable cause. The Regional Counsel should be
asked for assistance in obtaining accountings from court-appointed fiduciaries.
Recommendation 5- Supervised Direct Pay (SDP) is an extremely labor intensive type of
payment arrangement as the VA is in fact acting as a de facto payee. This tool should not be
used as a long-term payment arrangement; it is intended to afford the beneficiary an opportunity
to demonstrate his or her ability to manage financial affairs. As fid-ben requests are generated in
these cases, it is essential that the issue of capacity be fully addressed, facts documented and that
each report contain a recommendation for re-rating to competent, appointment of a fiduciary, or
adequate documentation to support continued use of SDP.
Recommendation 6- Alternate supervision should be used to the maximum extent possible.
Scheduled fid-ben requests should be routinely screened to identify those that qualify for
alternate supervision and those exams should be completed as such.
Recommendation 7- Provide a training class on "telephone interview techniques". Training will
provide telephone etiquette and may assist the interviewer to become skilled in maintaining and
controlling an interview.
Recommendation 8- Assign personnel to staff the front desk in the Personal Interview Unit.
Currently, the unit does not have personnel to meet the public. Placing a staff member on the
front desk will promote good customer service to our veterans and their families. The staff
member can also perform clerical duties and maintain the log-in sheet.
Many positives were noted during the Columbia site visit. The Station has an extremely good
handle on their pending workload. Division management and employees are committed to
processing claims in a timely manner. They should continue their fine work in the claims
processing area and devote more resources toward reducing their appellate workload.

Ronald J. Henke

cc: Associate Deputy Under Secretary for Operations (East)

